**Figure 1**
Prevalence of Osteoarthritis knee in different age groups
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**Figure 2**
Prevalence of Osteoarthritis knee in males and females
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**Figure 3**

Prevalence of Diabetes mellitus in Osteoarthritis knee patients
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**Figure 4**

Prevalence of Obesity in Osteoarthritis knee patients
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**Figure 5**

Mean values of physical characteristics of males belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals
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**Figure 6**

Mean values of physical characteristics of females belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals
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Figure 7
Mean values of clinical health status of males belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals

Figure 8
Mean values of clinical health status of females belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals
Figure 9
Mean values of health related fitness of males belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals

Figure 10
Mean values of health related fitness of females belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of osteoarthritis knee patients at different time intervals
**Figure 11**
Mean values of physiological parameters of males belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of knee osteoarthritis patients at different time intervals

**Figure 12**
Mean values of physiological parameters of females belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of knee osteoarthritis patients at different time intervals
**Figure 13**
Mean values of biochemical parameters of males belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of knee osteoarthritis patients at different time intervals

**Figure 14**
Mean values of biochemical parameters of females belonging to experimental control group and experimental patient group of knee osteoarthritis patients at different time intervals